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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Thank you for your comments. We have resolved the issues below.

Best,

Ashley

1. The “DNA analysis” subsection of your Methods section was found to contain textual overlap with a previously published work, namely:

“Prospective, Longitudinal Study to Evaluate the Clinical Utility of a Predictive Algorithm to Detect Opioid Use Disorder in Chronic Pain Patients.” Journal of Addiction Research and Therapy 2017,8:4. DOI: 10.4172/2155-6105.1000329
In the case of studies using methodology from a previously published work, we ask that authors provide a summarizing statement in the methodology together with a citation to the original paper. (e.g. “These methods were described previously [reference].”)

Thank you. We have updated the manuscript and references accordingly.

2. Please note that the Consent for publication statement refers to consent obtained to include any individual person’s data in any form (including individual details, images or videos). Therefore, please state "Not applicable" in this section as no personal information is provided in your manuscript. The statement regarding authors’ approval of the final manuscript should instead be included in the Authors’ contributions section of the Declarations.

Thank you. We have updated the manuscript accordingly.

3. Regarding your availability of data and materials statement, please clarify which author(s) the data is available from upon request.

Thank you. We have updated the manuscript accordingly.

4. Thank you for including details on Authors’ contributions. It was noticed that this subsection is missing its subheading. Please amend accordingly.

Thank you. We have updated the manuscript accordingly.

5. In accordance with BMC submission guidelines, please ensure that all figures are uploaded as separate, individual files in the file inventory. Additionally, we kindly ask that you remove the titles and legends from these files. Figure titles and legends should be located in their own section labeled “Figure titles and legends” which is to be located directly after the References section.

https://bmcrheumatol.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/preparing-your-manuscript/research-article

For each figure, the following information should be provided:

- Figure number
- Short title of figure in sentence form

- Detailed legend

Thank you. We have updated the manuscript accordingly.

6. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.